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Vitantonio mickey mouse waffle maker instructions



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Company Phone Number: (800) 362-4695 March 4, 1999 Release #99-072 WASHINGTON, D.C - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Walt Disney Co., of Burbank, California, is voluntarily recalling more than 1,300 electric waffle iron. The waffle irons
are mislable, posing fire, shock and electrocution hazards for consumers. Disney has received a report of a waffle iron catch on fire at the outlet. No injuries or property injuries were reported. The waffle irons were manufactured by Vitantonio Products. The wires were installed incorrectly during the manufacturing process.
Vitantonio is a former licensee of Disney Consumer Products and is no longer in the business. However, in the interests of consumer safety, Disney immediately agreed to carry out the recall itself and give consumers an incentive to return the waffle irons. Disney is offering consumers who participate in this recall a $70
gift card well for use in the Disney Catalog.The waffle iron is chrome and black. It is made in a clam-shell design, and when the top lid is opened, a Mickey Mouse face is revealed on cooking surfaces which measure 7 inches in diameter. Vitantonio Premier Mickey's Waffler The Walt Disney Co. is on a metallic label on
the handle. Only three-pin waffle irons bearing model number 1950 and a serial number in one of the following ranges shall be revoked: 17001000 to 17002661 or 46006022 to 46006524. The model and serial number are on a label attached to the bottom of the waffle iron, along with Vitantonio ... Made in usa ... UL
43G5 Listed. Walt Disney World Resorts and specialty kitchen and department stores nationwide sold waffle iron from October 1996 to January 1997 for about $60.Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled waffle iron. Consumers should contact Disney at (800) 362-4695 anytime for instructions on the return
of waffle iron to receive $70 gift cards. Vitantonio made a number of other styles of Mickey waffle irons for Disney. None of these products are involved in this recall. Call all Mouseketeers!!! Here is the perfect Mickey mouse waffle maker for you and your kids - the perfect mousekatool! This authentic Disney Mickey
Mouse waffle maker is exactly what any true waffle loving Mickey fan needs (apart from a visit to Mickey Mouse Cl ub House!), and I'm here to tell you all about how it works. You can already see that waffle will be super sweet, but will it taste good? Does Mickey Mouse Waffle Maker Really Make a Perfect Mickey Shape?
Well, let's find out! Watch our video review here or keep reading to find out more about Mickey Mouse Waffle Maker. When you first take the Mickey Mouse waffle maker out of the box, you are greeted with a bright red waffle maker with a friendly black and white mickey that really looks like he's ready to make some
waffles. The non-stick waffle plates are ready for use, lubrication lubrication seasoning is required. Simply plug in the Mickey Mouse waffle maker and you are on your way to making the most adorable waffle ever. A red Mickey shaped power light automatically turns on when you plug in this waffle maker and will remain
on the entire cooking process. The interior plates of waffle maker have a large Mickey Mouse face surrounded by a flat plate, which can catch any dough that can overflow (ensuring you have a perfect Mickey shape even if you add too much dough)The instructions follow with the waffle maker suggesting 3-6 minutes to
heat the waffle maker up and 3-5 minutes to cook waffles. A few short minutes and you'll be on your way! Make Mickey Mouse WafflesOm 3/4 of a cup of our perfect waffle dough stuffed Mickey Mouse shape inside this waffle maker. I kept the waffle maker closed for about 4 minutes then opened it up to reveal a
beautiful Mickey Mouse waffle! I must admit, I was thrilled with how nice it looked, and no dough stuck to the waffle iron at all makes it easy to remove the waffle from iron. I flipped the waffle onto the plate as the bottom of the Mickey looked even better- perfectly golden browned. The waffle was a little crispy, but a little
softer than a typical Belgian waffle. (If you just want a traditional Belgian waffle, give the Oster DuraCeramic waffle maker a try!). The four minute cooking time seemed exactly as the waffle was cooked through and was ready to be eaten by my hovering 2 year old! The ProsGreat, pure Mickey Mouse moldheater and
cooks waffles fastNon-stick surface is easy to clean by simply wiping down the plates with a dry paper towel when the Mickey Mouse waffle maker is chilled downThe consThere is no indicator light to tell you when waffles are done, so you need to spend a timer or watch the watch closely- you don't want to burn the
Mickey! So should I buy this waffle machine? Yes! If you love Mickey Mouse or have a Mickey Mouse fan in your house, you should definitely buy this Mickey Mouse waffle do r (if this doesn't sound like the right waffle maker for you, check out our blog about thin gs to consider when buying a waffle maker–we'll help you
find what you're looking for!). Not only does it make a perfectly shaped Mickey Mouse, but it also makes a decent flavor waffle. If you have a child who is a fussy eater then definitely don't wait, click here and get this Mickey waffle maker now! My 2 year old splashed the whole waffle down without syrup and asked for
seconds. I admit that I was skeptical about how well a character shaped waffle maker would work in my kitchen. Some I've tried in the past burn waffles, undercook waffles, or make unrecognizable shapes. But I was so pleasantly surprised by this machine that I have used it every day and not only for my daughter's
breakfast, but also for mine! So great task Disney about making a quality character waffle maker! Mickey waffles have come to stay in our house! August 31, 2016 Love Mickey Mouse waffles! My daughter and I are happily standing with Mickey Mouse during our February 2015 visit. You can read about this tour by
clicking here. I'm shamelessly a Disney Foodie. I love going to Disney parks, and enjoying Disney cuisine. Tasting the wonderful and varied park foods, enhance the overall Disney experience. Although I can't be at Walt Disney World, or Disneyland every day, I can cook Disney recipes at home, reliving the fun through
the fabulous flavor. I often check out the disney portion of my cookbook library at home. (Yes, check and library was my weak attempt at humor. : o)) Cooking with Mickey Around the World (with the red binding, shown above) was my first Disney cookbook, and is one of my favorite cookbooks of all time. One of the most
iconic of Disney fare is Mickey Waffle. It's a personal favorite of mine. A simple breakfast treat that never disappoints, a bite of a Mickey Waffle always brings a smile to their face. Just a small sample of Mickey Waffles consumed by Yours Truly over the years. : o) (It is even better with the iste, as shown in the middle
photo.) A few years ago, after a fun Walt Disney World visit, I began a quest to find a Mickey Mouse waffle iron of my own. Research showed that Vitantonio waffle makers, those closest to the variety used in the park, were no longer manufactured. (Of course!) Research also revealed that some three-pronged models of
the Mickey waffle maker had been recalled due to poor wiring. See the recall here and here. Carefully checking recall numbers against them for sale on eBay, I finally snagged myself a real Mickey Mouse waffle iron! : o) My handy dandy, two-pronged, Vitantonio Mickey's Waffler was an eBay find. Through the magic of
the internet, and more specifically Pinterest, Mickey Waffle recipes are plentiful. I had made waffles using these recipes, but something was missing. In addition, as any waffle-lover can attest, creating waffles requires separating eggs; not very conducive to the creation of a quick breakfast. So my daughter, Martese,
shared with me the secret of fast, genuine Disney-like flavor waffles: Carbon's Golden Malted Pancake &amp; Waffle Flour! Carbon's Golden Malted Pancake &amp; Waffle Flour had been the missing ingredient for a perfect Mickey Mouse waffle made at home. I bought mine on Amazon here. Mickey Waffles are now
mine with these few simple ingredients. Just like Mickey does, and no more separating eggs! I gently ladled the dough into the waffle maker. For a great YOUtube tutorial on how to use this waffle maker, I found this. Isn't that cute? Using my waffle seaweed, I eliminate the culinary prize. Yum-O! Just like Walt does! In
fact, I always use real maple syrup, which makes these pearls even more delicious! Recipe Mickey Mouse Waffle Batter Ingredients 2 eggs 1 and 1/4 cup water 2 cups Carbon's Golden Pancake &amp; Waffle Flour 4 Tbsp (salted) butter, melted PAM cooking spray spray Maple syrup (optional, but the best) Directions
Plug in waffle iron. Whisk the eggs and water together. Add the flour and mix well together. Stir in melted butter, mixing well. Spray waffle iron with PAM cooking spray. Gently ladle dough on waffle iron. Watch the waffle as they cook quickly. When finished, gently remove golden brown waffle from the waffle iron. Serve
with real maple syrup Enjoy! See my Pinterest site here. Enjoy Disney recipes here and blog related pins here. The seven images below were added on April 18, 2015. I made my first batch, using the recipe above. The pictures below commemorate the occasion. :o) Thanks for reading! Annette Note-Due to a technical
glitch (more accurately, mine), many of the photos from previous blog posts were accidentally deleted a while back. I have been working slowly to replace them and most are now back in place. If you want to see my previous blogs and photos, click here, or go to imannette.net. I am currently revamping my blog posting
schedule. More news to follow. Look for my new post around September 10. Thanks to all my blog followers!!! I really appreciate you!!! Your encouragement is what keeps me writing! : o) To become an I am an anette blog follower, and receive I am Annette via email, FREE, immediately after my posts. Sign up on the
right side of this page or click here. Planning a trip to a Disney Destination? Our daughter, Martese, is a Magic Maker® for Off to Neverland Travel, an authorized Disney Vacation Planner for any of Disney Destinations, and other vacation locations. She can help you with all your Disney itineraries. Martese's vacation
planning services are completely free! Martese is a wealth of Disney information!!! Click here for her website, or here for her Facebook page. The first and last batch of Mickey Waffles that I made with the old-fashioned, egg separation, recipe. They were good but weren't quite like the ones in the park. (No, the
screwdriver was not required for the recipe!) September 2013 2013
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